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Abstract
We consider the integral equation driven by a standard Brownian motion and fractional Brow-
nian motion (fBm). Since fBm is not a semimartingale, we cannot use the semimartingale theory
to de3ne an integral with respect to the fBm. Furthermore, a well-developed theory of stochas-
tic di5erential equations is not applicable to solve it. Existence and uniqueness conditions are
obtained for a solution in the space of continuous functions with q-bounded variation, q¿ 2.
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0. Introduction
In this paper we consider the stochastic integral equation (SIE)
Xt = +
∫ t
0
f(Xs) dWs +
∫ t
0
g(Xs) dBHs ; 06 t6T; (1)
where W is a standard Brownian motion and BH is a fractional Brownian motion
(fBm) with the Hurst index 12 ¡H ¡ 1: The 3rst integral is stochastic and the second
one is an extended Riemann–Stieltjes (RS) de3ned pathwise. Since BH ; 12 ¡H ¡ 1; is
not a semimartingale (see Liptser and Shiryaev, 1986, Section 4:9) a well-developed
theory of stochastic di5erential equations (SDE) is not applicable to solve SIE (1).
Furthermore, we cannot use semimartingale theory to de3ne integral with respect to
fBm BH .
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There are several ways of de3ning a stochastic integral with respect to a fBm.
We shall use the extended RS integral. For our approach to SIE (1), the notion of
p-variation plays a central role. The p-variation, 0¡p¡∞; of a real-valued function
f on [a; b] is de3ned as
vp(f; [a; b]) = sup
–
n∑
k=1
|f(xk)− f(xk−1)|p;
where the supremum is taken over all subdivisions –= {xi : i=0; : : : ; n} of [a; b] such
that a = x0¡x1¡ · · ·¡xn = b. If vp(f; [a; b])¡∞; f is said to have bounded p-
variation on [a; b]. Denote by CWp([a; b]) the class of all continuous functions de3ned
on [a; b] with a bounded p-variation.
It is known (see e.g. Dudley and NorvaiFsa, 1998, Section 5:3) that almost all sample
paths of fBm BH ; 0¡H ¡ 1, have locally bounded p-variation for p¿ 1=H . The
existence of the extended RS integral follows by the Love–Young inequality which we
formulate in the next section.
For 0¡6 1; C1+(R) denotes the set of all C1-functions g :R→ R such that
sup
x
|g′(x)|+ sup
x =y
|g′(x)− g′(y)|
|x − y| ¡∞:
The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let T¿0; 0¡¡1; q¿2; and 1=H¡p¡2 be such that =q+1=p¿1. Let
f be a Lipschitz function; g∈C1+(R); and E||¡∞: Then there exists a unique
adapted solution of Eq. (1) with almost all sample paths in the space of CWq([0; T ]).
Our Theorem 1 is related to the result of Lyons (1994). Lyons considered integral
equation
yt = a+
∫ t
0
d∑
i=1
fi(ys) dhis; 06 t6T; (2)
where hi are continuous and have bounded p-variation on [0; T ] for some p; 16p¡ 2:
He proved that this equation has a unique solution in the space of continuous functions
of bounded p-variation if each fi has a uniformly bounded derivative (fi)′ satisfying
global Lipschitz condition of order ¿p− 1:
One can 3nd an extension of this theorem for right-continuous function of bounded
p-variation (or vector-valued functions) with two di5erent proofs in the book manuscript
(Dudley and NorvaiFsa, 2000) (see also abstract, Dudley, 1999; Kubilius, 1999a). An
estimation of the uniform distance between the solution of the special case of Eq. (2)
and its Milstein-type approximation is obtained in Kubilius (1999b).
A stochastic version of Eq. (2), i.e., the integral equation
Xt = +
∫ t
0
f(s; Xs) ds+
∫ t
0
g(s; Xs) dBHs ; 06 t6T (3)
was considered in Kleptsyna et al. (1998), Kubilius (2000), Lin (1995) and Ruzmaik-
ina (2000). If almost all sample paths of X are in CWp([0; T ]); p¿ 1=H; then both
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integrals in (3) are de3ned and the unique pathwise solution was obtained under similar
conditions as in Lyons (1994).
The pathwise consideration of Eq. (1) is complicated since we have problems with
the correctness of the equation de3nition. Let almost all sample paths of the process X
are in CWq([0; T ]); q¿ 2. Then stochastic integral with respect to W is a local martin-
gale and it’s almost all sample paths have q-bounded variation (see LJepingle, 1976).
Extended RS integral with respect to BH is de3ned for q¡ 1=(1 − H); 12 ¡H ¡ 1;
and it’s almost all sample paths have q-bounded variation. Thus we shall seek a so-
lution of (1) in the class of continuous process whose almost all sample paths are in
CWq([0; T ]); q¿ 2. To prove the existence of the solution, we cannot use the usual
proof which involves the Picard method of successive approximations. We use the
Milstein-type approximation which enables us to solve Eq. (1).
Denition 2 (see NorvaiFsa, 2000). For p∈ [1; 2); an F = {Ft ; t¿ 0} adapted cadlag
stochastic process Y is called a p-semimartingale if there exist stochastic processes M
and A such that
Y − Y (0) =M + A; almost surely;
where M (0)=A(0)=0; M is an F local martingale and A is an F-adapted process with
locally bounded p-variation; i.e. for any 3xed T ¿ 0; the process A= {At; 06 t6T}
has bounded p-variation. (A more detailed de3nition of an adapted process with locally
bounded p-variation will be formulated in the next section).
A 1-semimartingale is an ordinary semimartingale. Eq. (1) is driven by the process
W+BH . It is a p-semimartingale since almost all sample paths of fBm BH , 126H ¡ 1;
have locally bounded p-variation for p¿ 1=H . Thus Theorem 1 is some extension of
the results obtained for SDE driven by semimartingales (see, e.g., Kazamaki, 1972;
DolJeans-Dade, 1976; Protter, 1977).
The linear stochastic integral equation driven by the general form of p-semimartingale
is considered in NorvaiFsa (2000). We formulate it in particular case. Let Y be a con-
tinuous p-semimartingale. It was proved that the linear equation
Xt = 1 + (SI)
∫ t
0
Xs dMs + (RS)
∫ t
0
Xs dAs; t¿ 0
has a unique solution in the class of p-semimartingales, where the 3rst integral is
stochastic and the second one is an extended RS integral. This solution is the extended
stochastic DolJeans exponent.
It is interesting to observe that a process W + BH ; 12 ¡H ¡ 1; is a continuous
Dirichlet process since BH has 0-quadratic variation.
Denition 3 (Coquet and SlomiMnski, 1999). We call a stochastic process Y an F Dirich-
let process if it admits the decomposition
Yt =Mt + At; t ∈ [0; T ];
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where M is an F local martingale and A is an F-adapted process of 0-quadratic variation
along –n; i.e.∑
ti∈–n
|A(tni )− A(tni−1)|2 P→0 as n→ +∞;
where –n = {tnk : 06 k6m(n)} is a sequence of partitions of the interval [0; T ]; i.e.;
0 = tn0 ¡t
n
1 ¡ · · ·¡tnm(n) = T; such that maxi|tni+1 − tni | tends to 0 as n→ +∞:
Remark 4. This de3nition is di5erent than the original FNollmer de3nition (see FNolmer;
1981).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 some de3nitions and the basic
properties of fBm, p-variation are given that are useful later. In Section 2 Milstein-type
approximation is de3ned and a weaker version of Theorem 1 (Theorem 6) is formulated
assuming that functions f and g are bounded. Under these conditions the estimates for
the mean of the q-variation, q¿ 2; of the Milstein-type approximation are obtained. In
Section 3 Theorems 1 and 6 are proved.
1. Basic notions and auxiliary results
An fBm with the Hurst index 0¡H ¡ 1 (see, e.g., Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994),
is a centered Gaussian process X = {Xt; t¿ 0} with X0 = 0 and covariance
Cov(Xt; Xs) = 12 Var(X1)(t
2H + s2H − |t − s|2H )
for all t; s¿ 0: If Var(X1) = 1; we write X = BH : The case H = 12 corresponds to the
standard Brownian motion.
We recall that a function f on R is locally HNolder of order % if, for every N ¿ 0;
sup
t =s
|t|;|s|6N;
|f(t)− f(s)|
|t − s|% ¡∞:
It is known (see, e.g., Revuz and Yor, 1994, p. 25) that for any 0¡%¡H almost
all sample paths of an fBm BH ; 126H ¡ 1; are locally HNolder continuous of order %.
Moreover, for any T ¿ 0 and k¿ 1
E

 sup
s =t
s; t6T
|BHt − BHs |
|t − s|%


k
¡∞: (4)
All facts mentioned below about the p-variation are taken from Dudley and NorvaiFsa
(1998, 1999) and Young (1936).
Let f be a real-valued function de3ned on a closed interval [a; b]: Let Q([a; b]) be
the set of all partitions –={xi : i=0; : : : ; n} of [a; b] such that a=x0¡x1¡ · · ·¡xn=b:
The p-variation, 0¡p¡∞; on [a; b] of f is de3ned by
vp(f) := vp(f; [a; b]) := sup{sp(f; –) : –∈Q([a; b])};
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where sp(f; –)=
∑n
i=1 |f(xi)−f(xi−1)|p for –={xi : i=0; : : : ; n}: If vp(f)¡∞; f is
said to have a bounded p-variation on [a; b]: If f is a HNolder function with exponent
0¡6 1; then it has a bounded 1=-variation. Let
Wp([a; b]) := {f : [a; b]→ R : vp(f; [a; b])¡∞}:
Let CWp([a; b]) denote the subclass of Wp([a; b]) of continuous functions.
De3ne Vp(f) :=Vp(f; [a; b]) = v
1=p
p (f), which is seminorm on Wp([a; b]) and Vp(f)
is 0 if and only if f is a constant. If p¿ 1 and f; g∈Wp([a; b]), then
Vp(f + g)6Vp(f) + Vp(g): (5)
For each f; Vp(f) is a non-increasing function of p; i.e., if q¡p then Vp(f)6Vq(f):
Thus Wq([a; b]) ⊆Wp([a; b]) if 16 q¡p¡∞:
Let p¿ 1 and
Vp;∞(f) = Vp;∞(f; [a; b]) = Vp(f; [a; b]) + |f|∞; [a;b];
where |f|∞; [a;b] = supa6x6b |f(x)|: Then Vp;∞(f) is a norm and Wp([a; b]) equipped
with the p-variation norm is a Banach space.
Let a¡c¡b and let f∈Wp([a; b]) with 0¡p¡∞: Then
vp(f; [a; c]) + vp(f; [c; b])6 vp(f; [a; b]); (6)
Vp(f; [a; b])6Vp(f; [a; c]) + Vp(f; [c; b]): (7)
Moreover,
Vp;∞(f; [a; b])6Vp;∞(f; [a; c]) + Vp;∞(f; [c; b]): (8)
Let f∈Wp([a; b]) and p1¿p¿ 0: Then
Vp1 (f; [a; b])6Osc(f; [a; b])
(p1−p)=p1Vp=p1p (f; [a; b]); (9)
where Osc(f; [a; b]) = sup{|f(x)− f(y)| : x; y∈ [a; b]}:
Let f∈Wq([a; b]) and g∈Wp([a; b]): For any partition –∈Q([a; b]) and for
p−1 + q−1¿ 1 we have by HNolder inequality (see Young, 1936) and (6)∑
i
Vq(f; [xi−1; xi])Vp(g; [xi−1; xi])6Vq(f; [a; b])Vp(g; [a; b]): (10)
Now we formulate the so-called Love–Young inequality which is very important for
our purposes (Young, 1936) (see also Dudley and NorvaiFsa, 1998). Let f∈Wq([a; b])
and h∈Wp([a; b]) with p¿ 0; q¿ 0; 1=p + 1=q¿ 1: If f and h have no common
discontinuities then the extended RS integral
∫ b
a f dh exists and the Love–Young in-
equality∣∣∣∣∣
∫ b
a
f dh− f(y)[h(b)− h(a)]
∣∣∣∣∣6Cp;qVq(f; [a; b])Vp(h; [a; b]) (l1)
holds for any y∈ [a; b]; where Cp;q=*(p−1+q−1); *(s) denotes the Riemann zeta func-
tion, i.e., *(s) =
∑
n¿1 n
−s: If the function h∈CWp([a; b]) then the inde3nite integral∫ y
a f dh; y∈ [a; b]; is a continuous function.
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Let f∈Wq([a; b]) and h∈CWp([a; b]): From (11) it follows that
Vp
(∫ ·
a
f dh; [a; b]
)
6 [Cp;qVq(f; [a; b]) + |f|∞; [a;b]]Vp(h; [a; b])
6Cp;qVq;∞(f; [a; b])Vp(h; [a; b]): (12)
Let h∈CWp([a; b]) with p∈ [1; 2): Let g :R → R be a di5erentiable function with
locally Lipschitz derivative g′. Then g′ ◦ h is RS integrable with respect to h and
(g ◦ h)(b)− (g ◦ h)(a) =
∫ b
a
(g′ ◦ h) dh: (13)
Let f be a function on [0;∞) and let +={+m :m¿ 1} be a nested sequence of dyadic
partitions +m = {i2−m : i= 0; : : : ; m2m}; m¿ 1; of [0;∞): For 0¡p¡∞; m¿ 1; and
t¿ 0; let
vp(f; +m)(t) := max


k∑
j=1
|f(si( j) ∧ t)− f(si( j−1) ∧ t)|p : 0 = i(0)¡i(1)
¡ · · ·¡i(k) = m2m

 ;
where si := i2−m; i = 0; : : : ; m2m:
Since + is a nested sequence of partitions, the sequence vp(f; +m)(t); m¿ 1; is
non-decreasing for each t¿ 0: For t¿ 0; let
vp(f)(t) := sup
m¿1
vp(f; +m)(t) = lim
m→∞ vp(f; +m)(t): (14)
Let (-;F; F;P); F= {Ft ; t¿ 0}; be a stochastic basis satisfying the usual conditions.
For a stochastic process Y ={Yt; t¿ 0} and each t¿ 0; vp(Y )(t; !) := vp(Y (·; !))(t) is
possibly an unbounded but measurable function of !∈-: Let Y be a cadlag process. If
for each T ¿ 0; vp(Y )(T )¡∞ almost surely, then {vp(Y ; [0; t]); t¿ 0} is a stochas-
tic process indistinguishable from vp(Y ): Moreover, {vp(Y ; [0; t]); t¿ 0} is a cadlag
stochastic process. It is clear from de3nition (14) that if Y is adapted then vp(Y ) is
also adapted stochastic process whose almost all sample paths are non-decreasing.
Denition 5 (NorvaiFsa, 2000). Let 0¡p¡∞. We say that a stochastic process Y =
{Yt; t¿ 0} is locally of bounded p-variation if Y is adapted; cadlag and vp(Y )(T )¡∞
almost surely for each T ¿ 0. Also; vp(Y ) will be called the p-variation process
for Y .
Let / be stopping time. It is easy to see that for any T ¿ 0 vp(Y /; [0; T ])=
vp(Y ; [0; T ∧ /]) = vp(Y )(T ∧ /); where Y / = {Yt∧/; t¿ 0}:
Let / and 0 be stopping times such that 0¡/6T: De3ne vp(Y ; [0; /]) := vp(Y / −
Y 0; [0; T ]).
By results obtained in LJepingle (1976) and Pisier and Xu (1988) (see also NorvaiFsa,
2000) it follows that a local martingale is locally of bounded p-variation for each
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p¿ 2: Moreover, for p¿ 2 and 16 r ¡∞ there is a 3nite constant Kp;r such that
for any r-integrable martingale M = {M (t); 06 t6T}; T ¿ 0;
E{vp(M ; [0; T ])}r=p6Kp;rE
{
sup
06t6T
|M (t)|
}r
: (15)
Let Y be measurable, F-adapted process and such that for some r¿ 1
E
(∫ T
0
Y 2s ds
)r=2
¡∞:
Let /, 0 be stopping times and 0¡/6T . Set
Mt =
∫ t
0
Ys1{0¡s6 /} dWs; t6T:
By (14) and the Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality we have
E
{
vp
(∫ ·
0
Ys dWs; [0; /]
)}r=p
= E
{
vp
(∫ ·
0
Ys1{0¡s6 /} dWs; [0; T ]
)}r=p
6Kp;r‘rE
{∫ /
0
Y 2s ds;
}r=2
; (16)
where ‘r is the constant from the Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality.
2. Preliminary results
Let (-;F; F;P), F={Ft ; t¿ 0}, be a stochastic basis satisfying the usual conditions.
Let W be a continuous local martingale with respect to F such that W0 = 0 and 〈W 〉t=t,
i.e., W is a standard Brownian motion. We assume that fBm BH , 1=2¡H ¡ 1, is
F-adapted as well. Suppose that X is an F-adapted process and almost all sample
paths of X are in CWq([0; T ]), q¿ 2. Let f and g be Lipschitz functions. Then the
processes f(X ) and g(X ) are F-adapted and predictable. Moreover, almost all sample
paths of f(X ) and g(X ) are in CWq([0; T ]), q¿ 2. Since |f(Xt)|6LVq(X ; [0; T ]) +
|f(X0)| for all t ∈ [0; T ], where L is the Lipschitz constant of the function f, then
P(
∫ T
0 f
2(Xt) dt ¡∞) = 1. Thus the stochastic integral
∫ t
0 f(Xs) dWs exists. As has
been shown above, the almost all sample paths of the process BH are in CWp([0; T ]),
p¿ 1=H . If p and q are such that 1=q + 1=p¿ 1, then the extended RS integral∫ t
0 g(Xs) dB
H
s exists and the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is de3ned.
To prove the existence of the solution, we use a special approximation. In stochastic
analysis it is called Milstein-type approximation.
Let –n={tnk : 06 k6m(n)}, n¿ 1, be a sequence of partitions of the interval [0; T ],
i.e., 0 = tn0 ¡t
n
1 ¡ · · ·¡tnm(n) = T , and let maxk(tnk − tnk−1) → 0 as n → ∞. For each
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n¿ 1, we de3ne the approximation
Y n(t) = +
∫ t
0
f(Y n(/ns )) dWs +
∫ t
0
g(Y n(/ns )) dB
H
s
+
∫ t
0
∫ s
/ns
g′(Y n(/ns ))f(Y
n(/ns )) dWu dB
H
s
+
∫ t
0
∫ s
/ns
g′(Y n(/ns ))g(Y
n(/ns )) dB
H
u dB
H
s ; (17)
where /ns = t
n
k−1 and Y
n(/ns ) = Y
n(tnk−1) if s∈ (tnk−1; tnk ], 16 k6m(n). For 3xed n∈N,
by de3nition, the process Y n is sample continuous and its sample paths belong to
CWq([0; T ]), q¿ 2.
Further, for short, we shall write hk(Zs) instead of h(Zs)k(Zs), where Z is any
process.
First we prove a weaker version of Theorem 1 assuming that functions f and g are
bounded.
Theorem 6. Let 0¡¡ 1; q¿ 2; and 1=H ¡p¡ 2 be such that =q+1=p¿ 1. Let f
and g be bounded functions; f be a Lipschitz function; g∈C1+(R). Then there exists
an adapted solution of Eq. (1) with almost all sample paths in the CWq([0; T ]).
The proof of Theorem 6 is based on the following three lemmas.
Lemma 7. Let the conditions of Theorem 6 be satis5ed. Then for any 5nite T ¿ 0
and each n¿ 1; r¿ 1; we have
EV 2rq (Y
n; [0; T ])6 22r−1
[
ER2r +
C(r; q)
(1− )2r T
r|f|2r∞
]
×exp
{
22r−1C(r; q)L2r
T r
(1− )2r
}
; (18)
where C(r; q) is a constant depending on r and q; L is the Lipschitz constant of the
function f; and
R := {2Cp;q=[(|f|∞|g′| + |f||g′|∞)Vq(W ; [0; T ])
+ (|g|∞|g′| + |g||g′|∞)Vp(BH ; [0; T ]) + |g|]Vp(BH ; [0; T ])}1=(1−)
+ 2Cp;q=(1− )−1[|g|∞ + 2|g′|∞|f|∞Vq(W ; [0; T ])
+2|g′|∞|g|∞Vp(BH ; [0; T ])]Vp(BH ; [0; T ]): (19)
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Proof. Fix n¿ 1 and T ¿ 0. For notation simplicity; we skip the index n in what
follows. Since Vq(·) is seminorm and non-increasing function of q¿ 1; we have
Vq(Y ; [0; T ])6 Vq
(∫ ·
0
f(Y (/s)) dWs; [0; T ]
)
+ Vp
(∫ ·
0
g(Y (/s)) dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
+Vp
(∫ ·
0
g′f(Y (/s))[W (s)−W (/s)] dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
+Vp
(∫ ·
0
g′g(Y (/s))[BH (s)− BH (/s)] dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
: (20)
Similarly we estimate the second; third; and fourth terms on the right-hand side of (20)
as in Kubilius (1999b).
First we estimate the second term in (20). Further we shall use notion Y (/) for
the process {Y (/t); 06 t6T}. By Love–Young inequality (12) and the inequality
Vq(Y (/); [0; T ])6Vq(Y ; [0; T ]), we obtain
Vp
(∫ ·
0
g(Y (/s)) dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
6Cp;q=Vq=;∞(g(Y (/)); [0; T ])Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
6Cp;q={|g|[Vq (Y (/); [0; T ]) + |Y (/)− |∞; [0;T ]] + |g()|}Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
6Cp;q=[2|g|V q (Y ; [0; T ]) + |g|∞]Vp(BH ; [0; T ]): (21)
Now we estimate the third term in (20). By (12) it follows that
Vp
(∫ ·
0
g′f(Y (/s))[W (s)−W (/s)] dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
6Cp;q=Vq=;∞(g′f(Y (/))[W −W (/)]; [0; T ])Vp(BH ; [0; T ]): (22)
Let – = {zi : i = 0; 1; : : : ; m} be any partition of the interval [0; T ]. Denote 8ih =
h(zi)− h(zi−1). Then by the Minkowski inequality we have
s=qq=(g
′f(Y (/))[W −W (/)]; –)
6
{
m∑
i=1
|8ig′(Y (/))f(Y (/(zi))) [W (zi)−W (/(zi))]|q=
}=q
+
{
m∑
i=1
|8if(Y (/))g′(Y (/(zi−1))) [W (zi)−W (/(zi))]|q=
}=q
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+
{
m∑
i=1
|g′(Y (/(zi−1)))f(Y (/(zi−1)))8i[W −W (/)]|q=
}=q
6 [|g′||f|∞ + |f||g′|∞] · |W −W (/)|∞; [0;T ]Vq (Y ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|f|∞Vq(W −W (/); [0; T ]):
Thus
Vp
(∫ ·
0
g′f(Y (/s))[W (s)−W (/s)] dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
6Cp;q=[(|f|∞|g′| + |f||g′|∞)|W −W (/)|∞; [0;T ] Vq (Y ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|f|∞Vq;∞(W −W (/); [0; T ])]Vp(BH ; [0; T ]): (23)
Similarly, we have
Vp
(∫ ·
0
g′g(Y (/s))[BH (s)− BH (/s)] dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
6Cp;q=Vq=;∞(g′g(Y (/))[BH − BH (/)]; [0; T ])Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
6Cp;q=[(|g|∞|g′| + |g||g′|∞) |BH − BH (/)|∞; [0;T ] Vq (Y ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|g|∞Vp;∞(BH − BH (/); [0; T ])]Vp(BH ; [0; T ]): (24)
Now from inequalities (20)–(24) and W.H. Young’s inequality
|ab|6 |a|1= + (1− )|b|1=(1−)
we obtain
Vq(Y ; [0; T ])6 Vq
(∫ ·
0
f(Y (/s)) dWs; [0; T ]
)
+Cp;q={2|g|V q (Y ; [0; T ]) + |g|∞}Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
+2Cp;q={[(|f|∞|g′| + |f||g′|∞)Vq(W ; [0; T ])
+ (|g|∞|g′| + |g||g′|∞)Vp(BH ; [0; T ])]Vq (Y ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|f|∞Vq;∞(W ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|g|∞Vp;∞(BH ; [0; T ])}Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
6 Vq
(∫ ·
0
f(Y (/s)) dWs; [0; T ]
)
+ Vq(Y ; [0; T ])
+ (1− ){2Cp;q=[(|f|∞|g′| + |f||g′|∞)Vq(W ; [0; T ])
+ (|g|∞|g′| + |g||g′|∞)Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
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+ |g|]Vp(BH ; [0; T ])}1=(1−)
+ 2Cp;q=[|g|∞ + |g′|∞|f|∞Vq;∞(W ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|g|∞Vp;∞(BH ; [0; T ])]Vp(BH ; [0; T ]):
Thus,
Vq(Y ; [0; T ])6 (1− )−1Vq
(∫ ·
0
f(Y (/s)) dWs; [0; T ]
)
+ R:
Using inequality (16) and HNolder’s inequality, we may write
EV 2rq
(∫ ·
0
f(Y (/s)) dWs; [0; T ]
)
6Kq;2r‘2rE
(∫ T
0
f2(Y (/s)) ds
)r
6C(r; q)L2rE
(∫ T
0
V 2q (Y ; [0; s]) ds
)r
+ C(r; q)T rE|f()|2r
6C(r; q)L2rT r−1E
∫ T
0
V 2rq (Y ; [0; s]) ds+ C(r; q)T
r|f|2r∞;
where C(r; q) is a constant depending only on r and q. Thus,
EV 2rq (Y ; [0; T ])6 2
2r−1(1− )−2r
(
C(r; q)L2rT r−1
∫ T
0
EV 2rq (Y ; [0; s]) ds
+ C(r; q)T r|f|2r∞
)
+ 22r−1ER2r : (25)
From (25) and the Gronwall lemma we get the statement of the lemma.
The following lemma is the basic tool in the proof of Lemma 9.
Lemma 8 (Dudley (1999) see also Kubilius (1999b)). Let 0¡61; p¿1; g∈C1+(R);
and x; y∈Wp([a; b]); a¡b. Then
Vp=(g(x)− g(y); [a; b])6 |g′|∞Vp=(x − y; [a; b]) + |g′||x − y|∞; [a;b]Vp (y; [a; b]):
Denote
9(X; 0; t) :=Cp;q=max{|g′|∞; |g′|}[1 + Vq (X ; [0; t])]Vp(BH ; [0; t]): (26)
De3ne for each k¿ 1 and n¿ 1 a stopping time
0nk = inf
{
t ¿0nk−1 :9(Y
n; 0nk−1; t)¿
1
10
+
1
n+ 7
}
∧ T; (27)
where 0n0 = 0.
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Lemma 9. Let T ¿ 0 and let –n = {tni = i2−n ∧ T : i = 0; : : : ; m(n)}; n¿ 1; m(n) =
min{i¿ 1 : i2−n¿T}; be a sequence of nested partitions of [0; T ]. Suppose that func-
tions f and g satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6. Then for each j¿ 1 there exists
a constant C(j) independent on n and such that
EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; 0nj ])6C(j)2−2:n
for each n¿ 1; where : =min{=q; (1− )=q; (1− p=q)=p}.
Proof. Decompose the process Y n(t)− Y n+1(t) as follows:
Y n(t)− Y n+1(t)
=
∫ t
0
[f(Y n(/ns ))− f(Y n+1(/ns ))] dWs
+
∫ t
0
[f(Y n+1(/ns ))− f(Y n+1(/n+1s ))] dWs
+
∫ t
0
[g(Y n(/ns ))− g(Y n+1(/ns ))] dBHs
+
∫ t
0
[
g′f(Y n(/ns ))
∫ s
/ns
dW (u) + g′g(Y n(/ns ))
∫ s
/ns
dBH (u)
]
dBHs
−
∫ t
0
[
g′f(Y n+1(/n+1s ))
∫ s
/n+1s
dW (u) + g′g(Y n+1(/n+1s ))
∫ s
/n+1s
dBH (u)
]
dBHs
−
∫ t
0
[
g′f(Y n+1(/ns ))
∫ /n+1s
/ns
dW (u) + g′g(Y n+1(/ns ))
∫ /n+1s
/ns
dBH (u)
]
dBHs
−
∫ t
0
{
g(Y n+1(/n+1s ))− g(Y n+1(/ns ))−
[
g′f(Y n+1(/ns ))
∫ /n+1s
/ns
dW (u)
+ g′g(Y n+1(/ns ))
∫ /n+1s
/ns
dBH (u)g
]}
dBHs :=
7∑
i=1
Ii(t): (28)
Now we shall estimate the q-variation of every term in the previous equality. Simi-
larly as in Lemma 7 we shall 3rst estimate the terms Ik ; 36 k6 7. By Love–Young
inequality (12) and norm property we have
Vq(I3(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
=Vq
(∫ ·
0nk−1
[g(Y n(/ns ))− g(Y n+1(/ns ))] dBHs ; [0nk−1; 0nk ]
)
6Cp;q=Vq=;∞(g(Y n(/n))− g(Y n+1(/n)); [0nk−1; 0nk ])Vp(BH ; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
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6Cp;q={Vq=;∞(g(Y n(/n))− g(Y n); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
+Vq=;∞(g(Y n)− g(Y n+1); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
+Vq=;∞(g(Y n+1)− g(Y n+1(/n)); [0nk−1; 0nk ])}Vp(BH ; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
:=
3∑
k=1
I3; k : (29)
The estimation of the terms I3;1 and I3;3 is the same. We estimate only I3;1. By Lemma
8 we have
I3;16Cp;q={|g′|∞ + |g′|V q (Y n; [0nk−1; 0nk ])}
×Vq=;∞(Y n(/n)− Y n; [0nk−1; 0nk ])Vp(BH ; [0nk−1; 0nk ]):
Since by inequality (9) we get
Vq=;∞(Y n(/n)− Y n; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
6 2Vq=(Y n(/n)− Y n; [0; T ])
6 2Osc(Y n(/n)− Y n; [0; T ])1− · Vq (Y n(/n)− Y n; [0; T ])
6 4 |Y n(/n)− Y n|1−∞; [0;T ]Vq (Y n; [0; T ])
and by de3nition (27) of the stopping time 0nk ; 9(Y
n; 0nk−1; 0
n
k)6 9=40 then
I3;16 0:9|Y n(/n)− Y n|1−∞; [0;T ] · Vq (Y n; [0; T ]): (30)
By inequality
|Y n − Y n+1|∞; [0nk−1 ;0nk ]6 Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ]) + Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0; 0nk−1]);
(31)
inequality 9(Y n; 0nk−1; 0
n
k)6 9=40; and by Lemma 8 we have
I3;26Cp;q={|g′|∞Vq=;∞(Y n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
+ |g′|V q (Y n; [0nk−1; 0nk ])|Y n − Y n+1|∞; [0nk−1 ;0nk ]}Vp(BH ; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
69(Y n; 0nk−1; 0
n
k)Vq=;∞(Y
n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
6 0:45Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ]) + 0:225Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0; 0nk−1]): (32)
Thus by inequalities (28)–(32) we have
Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ])6
7∑
i=1
Vq(Ii(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
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6 0:45Vq(Y n+1 − Y n; [0nk−1; 0nk ]) +
4∑
j=1
j =2
Aj +
7∑
i=1
i =3
Vq(Ii(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ]); (33)
where
A1 := 0:9|Y n(/n)− Y n|1−∞; [0;T ] · Vq (Y n; [0; T ]);
A2 := 0:45Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ]);
A3 := 0:225Vq(Y n − Y n+1; [0; 0nk−1]);
A4 := 0:9 |Y n+1(/n)− Y n+1|1−∞; [0;T ] · Vq (Y n+1; [0; T ]):
Carrying the 3rst term from the right-hand side of inequality (33) to the left-hand side;
and by the inequality(
n∑
i=1
ai
)2
6 n
n∑
i=1
a2i ; (34)
which is valid for any ai ∈R; we obtain
V 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ])6 36
4∑
j=1
j =2
A2j + 36
7∑
i=1
i =3
V 2q (Ii(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ]): (35)
De3ne
LH;% = sup
s =t
s; t6T
|BHt − BHs |
|t − s|% : (36)
Since almost all sample paths of the processes BH ; 126H ¡ 1; are HNolder continuous
then
Vr(BH ; [s; t])6LH;1=r(t − s)1=r ; (37)
where s ¡ t; r ¿ 1=H .
Let s∈ (tnk−1; tnk ]: Then by de3nition of /n in (17) we obtain
|Y n(/ns )− Y n(s)|6 |f|∞|W (s)−W (tnk−1)|+ |g|∞|BH (s)− BH (tnk−1)|
+ |g′|∞|f|∞
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ s
tnk−1
[W (u)−W (tnk−1)]dBHu
∣∣∣∣∣
+ |g′|∞|g|∞
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ s
tnk−1
[BH (u)− BH (tnk−1)]dBHu
∣∣∣∣∣
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by (11); (13) 6 |f|∞|W (s)−W (tnk−1)|+ |g|∞|BH (s)− BH (tnk−1)|
+Cp;q|g′|∞|f|∞Vq(W ; [tnk−1; s])Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; s])
+ |g′|∞|g|∞|BH (s)− BH (tnk−1)|2
by (37) 6 |f|∞L1=2;1=q · 2−n=q + |g|∞LH;1=p2−n=p
+Cp;q|g′|∞|f|∞L1=2;1=qLH;1=p · 2−n(1=q+1=p)
+ |g′|∞|g|∞(LH;1=p)2 2−2n=p: (38)
The estimate of |Y n+1(/ns )− Y n+1(s)| is analogous to (38).
By de3nition of Aj, Lemma 7, inequality (38) and relation (4) we conclude that
there exists a constant C1 independent on n such that
EA21 + EA
2
46C12
−2n(1−)=q6C12−2n:; (39)
where quantity : was de3ned in the formulation of the lemma.
The estimation of the terms Ik ; 46 k6 6; is similar. Thus we estimate only I6:
Similarly as we get inequalities (23), (24) in Lemma 7 we can get
Vq(I6(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
6Vq(I6(·); [0; T ])
6Cp;q={[|f|∞|g′| + |f||g′|∞]|W (/n+1)−W (/n)|∞; [0;T ]Vq (Y n; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|f|∞Vq=;∞(W (/n+1)−W (/n); [0; T ])
+ [|g|∞|g′| + |g||g′|∞]|BH (/n+1)− BH (/n)|∞; [0;T ]Vq (Y n; [0; T ])
+ |g′|∞|g|∞Vq=;∞(BH (/n+1)− BH (/n); [0; T ])}Vp(BH ; [0; T ]): (40)
By inequality (9) we have
Vq=;∞(W (/n+1)−W (/n); [0; T ])
6 4(L1=2;1=q)1− · 2−(1−)(n+1)=qV q (W ; [0; T ]);
Vq=;∞(BH (/n+1)− BH (/n); [0; T ])
6 4(LH;1=p)1−p=q · 2−(1−p=q)(n+1)=pV p=qp (BH ; [0; T ]): (41)
Thus by inequalities (40), (41), (37) and relation (4) we conclude that there exists a
constant C2 independent on n such that
EV 2q (I6(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6C22−2:(n+1): (42)
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If we change in formulae (40) /n+1 by s then we get the estimate of Vq(I4(·);
[0nk−1; 0
n
k ]), and so
EV 2q (I4(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6C32−2:n: (43)
Similarly, if we change in formulae (40) /n by s then we get the estimate of Vq(I5(·);
[0nk−1; 0
n
k ]), and so
EV 2q (I5(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6C42−2:(n+1): (44)
Now we estimate I7. At 3rst we note that by (7) and (12)
Vq(I7(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6Vq(I7(·); [0; T ])
6
m(n)∑
k=1
Vq
(∫ ·
tnk−1
[g(Y n+1(/n+1s ))− g(Y n+1(/ns ))
− g′f(Y n+1(/ns ))(W (/n+1s )−W (/ns ))
− g′g(Y n+1(/ns ))(BH (/n+1s )− BH (/ns ))] dBHs ; [tnk−1; tnk ]
)
6Cp;q
m(n)∑
k=1
Vq;∞(g(Y n+1(/n+1))− g(Y n+1(/n))
−g′f(Y n+1(/n))[W (/n+1)−W (/n)]
−g′g(Y n+1(/n))[BH (/n+1)− BH (/n)]; [tnk−1; tnk ])Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; tnk ])
6 2Cp;q
m(n)∑
k=1
|g(Y n+1(tn+12k−1))− g(Y n+1(tnk−1))
−g′f(Y n+1(tnk−1))RW − g′g(Y n+1(tnk−1))RBH |Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; tnk ]);
where RW = W (tn+12k−1) − W (tnk−1) and RBH = BH (tn+12k−1) − BH (tnk−1). Further by the
mean-value theorem
Jk := |g(Y n+1(tn+12k−1))− g(Y n+1(tnk−1))− g′f(Y n+1(tnk−1))RW
−g′g(Y n+1(tnk−1))RBH |6 |g(Y n+1(tn+12k−1))− g(Y n+1(tnk−1)
+f(Y n+1(tnk−1))RW + g(Y
n+1(tnk−1))RB
H )|
+ |g′(Y n+1(tnk−1) + <[f(Y n+1(tnk−1))RW + g(Y n+1(tnk−1))RBH ])
− g′(Y n+1(tnk−1))| × |f(Y n+1(tnk−1))RW + g(Y n+1(tnk−1))RBH |;
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where < is a random variable and 06 <6 1. Love–Young inequality (11) and equality
(13) now give
Jk 6 |g′|∞
∣∣∣∣∣g′f(Y n+1(tnk−1))
∫ tn+12k−1
tnk−1
[W (s)−W (tnk−1)] dBHs
∣∣∣∣∣
+ |g′|∞
∣∣∣∣∣g′g(Y n+1(tnk−1))
∫ tn+12k−1
tnk−1
[BH (s)− BH (tnk−1)] dBHs
∣∣∣∣∣
+ |g′||f(Y n+1(tnk−1))RW + g(Y n+1(tnk−1))RBH |1+
6 |g′|2∞|f|∞Cp;qVq(W ; [tnk−1; tn+12k−1])Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; tn+12k−1])
+ |g′|2∞|g|∞|RBH |2 + 2|g′||f|1+∞ |RW |1+ + 2|g′||g|1+∞ |RBH |1+:
Thus by inequality (10) we have
Vq(I7(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
6 2Cp;q
{
|g′|2∞|f|∞Cp;q max
16k6m(n)
Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; t
n+1
2k−1])
×Vq(W ; [0; T ])Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
+ |g′|2∞|g|∞ max
16k6m(n)
Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; t
n+1
2k−1])V
2
p (B
H ; [0; T ])
+2|g′||f|1+∞ max
16k6m(n)
|W (tn+12k−1)−W (tnk−1)|
×Vq(W ; [0; T ])Vp(BH ; [0; T ])
+2|g′||g|1+∞ max
16k6m(n)
|BH (tn+12k−1)− BH (tnk−1)| · V 2p (BH ; [0; T ])
}
and there exists a constant C5 such that
EV 2q (I7(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6C52−2:(n+1): (45)
Further by inequality (16) we have
EV 2q (I2(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6EV 2q (I2(·); [0; T ])
6Kq;2‘2E
∫ T
0
|f(Y n+1(/ns ))− f(Y n+1(/n+1s ))|2 ds
6Kq;2‘2L2T E sup
06s6T
|Y n+1(/ns )− Y n+1(/n+1s )|2;
where L is the Lipschitz constant of the function f.
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If s∈ (tnk−1; tn+12k−1] then Y n+1(/ns )− Y n+1(/n+1s ) = 0: If s∈ (tn+12k−1; tnk ] then
|Y n+1(/n+1s )− Y n+1(/ns )|
=|Y n+1(tn+12k−1)− Y n+1(tnk−1)|
6 |f|∞|RW |+ |g|∞|RBH |
+|g′|∞|f|∞Cp;qVq(W ; [tnk−1; tn+12k−1])Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; tn+12k−1])
+ |g′|∞|g|∞|RBH |2: (46)
Thus there exists a constant C6 such that
E sup
06s6T
|Y n+1(/ns )− Y n+1(/n+1s )|26C62−2(n+1)=q
and hence
EV 2q (I2(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])6Kq;2‘2L2TC62−2:(n+1):
Further by inequalities (16), (38), and (34) we have
EV 2q (I1(·); [0nk−1; 0nk ])
=EV 2q
(∫ ·
0nk−1
[f(Y n(/ns ))− f(Y n+1(/ns ))] dWs; [0nk−1; 0nk ]
)
6Kq;2‘2L2E
∫ 0nk
0nk−1
|Y n(/ns )− Y n+1(/ns )|2 ds
6 3Kq;2‘2L2E
∫ 0nk
0nk−1
|Y ns − Y n+1s |2 ds+ C72−2n:
6 3Kq;2‘2L2E
∫ 0nk
0nk−1
V 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; s]) ds+ C72−2n:; (47)
where a constant C7 is independent on n.
Thus by (7), (34), (28), (35), (39), (42)–(45), (47) we have
EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; 0nj ])
=EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; T ∧ 0nj ])
6 j
j∑
k=1
EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0nk−1; 0nk ])
6 36j
j∑
k=1
{
C82−2n: + (0:225)2EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; 0nk−1])
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+3Kq;2‘2L2E
∫ 0nk
0nk−1
V 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; s]) ds
}
6 36j2C82−2n: + 2j2EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; 0nj−1])
+108jKq;2‘2L2
∫ T
0
EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; s ∧ 0nj ]) ds:
By this recurrent expression and by Gronwall lemma one can show that there exists a
constant C(j) independent on n such that
EV 2q (Y
n − Y n+1; [0; 0nj ])6C(j)2−2:n:
Lemma 10. Let processes Y n and stopping times (0nk) be de5ned as in Lemma 9:
Then there exists stopping times 0k such that P(01¿ 0)= 1; limk→∞ P(0k ¡T )= 0,
and a continuous process Y with sample paths in CWq([0; T ]) such that for any k
Vq;∞(Y n − Y ; [0; 0k ])→ 0; n→∞:
Proof. From Lemma 9 we have
P(Vq;∞(Y n−Y n+1; [0; 0nk ])¿(n+8)−2=)6 (n+8)4=EV 2q;∞(Y n−Y n+1; [0; 0nk ])
6 4C(k)(n+ 8)4=2−2:n:
By Borel–Cantelli lemma for suSciently large n we obtain
Vq;∞(Y n − Y n+1; [0; 0nk ])6 (n+ 8)−2=: (48)
We note that 0nk = 0ˆ
n
k , where
0ˆnk = inf
{
t¿ 0 :9(Y n; 0; t)¿
k
10
+
k
n+ 7
}
: (49)
We note that 0ˆn+1k 6 0ˆ
n
k for suSciently large n. Indeed, let 0ˆ
n+1
k ¿ 0ˆ
n
k .
It is evident that
Vq (Y
n; [0; 0ˆnk ])− Vq (Y n − Y n+1; [0; 0ˆnk ])6Vq (Y n+1; [0; 0ˆnk ]):
Then
9(Y n+1; 0; 0ˆn+1k )¿9(Y
n+1; 0; 0ˆnk)
¿ c {1 + Vq (Y n; [0; 0ˆnk ])− Vq (Y n+1 − Y n; [0; 0ˆnk ])}
×Vp(BH ; [0; 0ˆnk ]); (50)
where c = Cp;q=max{|g′|∞; |g′|}: By de3nition of quantity 9(Y n; 0; 0ˆnk) we have that
9(Y n; 0; 0ˆnk)= k(1=10+1=(n+7)) and cVp(B
H ; [0; 0ˆnk ])6 k(1=10+1=(n+7))6 k: Thus
by (48)–(50) we have
9(Y n+1; 0; 0ˆn+1k )¿
k
10
+
k
n+ 7
− k
(n+ 8)2
¿
k
10
+
k
n+ 8
for suSciently large n. Thus we get contradiction.
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Let 0k = limn 0nk : By Lemma 7 and inequality (37) we have
P(01¡=) = lim
n
P(0n1 ¡=)6 10 c limn
E{[1 + Vq (Y n; [0; =])]Vp(BH ; [0; =])}
6C1=1=p
and
P(0k ¡T ) = lim
n
P(0nk ¡T )
6
10c
k
lim
n
E{[1 + Vq (Y n; [0; T ])]Vp(BH ; [0; T ])}6C2k−1;
where the constants C1, C2 are independent on n and the constant C1 is independent
on =. Thus P(01¿ 0) = 1 and limk→∞ P(0k ¡T ) = 0:
Moreover, by (48) and de3nition of stopping times 0k we have that there exists a
stochastic process Y˜
(k)
with almost all sample paths in CWq([0; T ]) and such that for
any k
Vq;∞(Y n − Y˜ (k); [0; 0k ])→ 0; n→∞:
Let m¿k. Then Y˜
(m)
= Y˜
(k)
on [0; 0k ]. Consequently,
Vq;∞(Y n − Y ; [0; 0k ])→ 0; n→∞;
where Yt = Y˜
(1)
t 1{06 t6 01}+
∑
k¿2 Y˜
(k)
t 1{0k−1¡t6 0k}:
3. Proof of the theorems
Proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 10; it follows that there exists a stochastic process
Y with almost all trajectories in CWq([0; T ]) such that Vq;∞(Y n − Y ; [0; 0k ]) → 0 for
any k as n → ∞; where stopping times 0k are de3ned in Lemma 10. Since Y n;0k is
F-adapted then Y 0k is F-adapted. We still have to show that for each k;
Yt = +
∫ t
0
f(Ys) dWs +
∫ t
0
g(Ys) dBHs ; t ∈ [0; 0k ]: (51)
Let k¿ 1. By Lemma 7; convergence of the process Y n to Y on [0; 0k ]; and Fatou’s
lemma it follows that the random variable Vq(Y ; [0; 0k ]) is integrable. Thus the random
variable
Vq;∞
(
Y − −
∫ ·
0
f(Ys) dWs −
∫ ·
0
g(Ys) dBHs ; [0; 0k ]
)
is integrable and
EVq;∞
(
Y − −
∫ ·
0
f(Ys) dWs −
∫ ·
0
g(Ys) dBHs ; [0; 0k ]
)
6EVq;∞(Y − Y n; [0; 0k ]) + EVq;∞
(∫ ·
0
[f(Ys)− f(Y ns )] dWs; [0; 0k ]
)
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+EVq;∞
(∫ ·
0
[f(Y ns )− f(Y n(/ns ))] dWs; [0; 0k ]
)
+EVq;∞
(∫ ·
0
[g(Ys)− g(Y ns )] dBHs ; [0; 0k ]
)
+EVq;∞
(∫ ·
0
[
g(Y ns )− g(Y n(/ns ))−
∫ s
/ns
g′f(Y n(/ns )) dWu
−
∫ s
/ns
g′g(Y n(/ns )) dB
H
u
]
dBHs ; [0; 0k ]
)
:=
5∑
j=1
Jj:
Further by inequalities (16); (38); (12) and Lemmas 7; 8 we have
J26 2Kq;1‘1E
(∫ 0k
0
|f(Ys)− f(Y ns )|2 ds
)1=2
6 2Kq;1‘1LT 1=2 E sup
t60k
|Yt − Y nt |;
J36 2Kq;1‘1LT 1=2 E sup
t6T
|Y nt − Y n(/nt )|6C12−n:;
J46Cp;q=max{|g′|∞; |g′|}E1=2{[1 + Vq (Y n; [0; 0k ])]Vp(BH ; [0; 0k ])}2
×E1=2V 2q;∞(Y − Y n; [0; 0k ])
6C2E1=2V 2q;∞(Y − Y n; [0; 0k ]);
where constants Cj; j = 1; 2; are independent n. Similarly as in Lemma 9 (see also
Lemma 3 in [11]) we have
J56 4Cp;q=
m(n)∑
k=1
{|g′|2∞|f|∞(Cp;q + 1)Vq(W ; [tnk−1; tnk ])Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; tnk ])
+ |g′|2∞|g|∞V 2p (BH ; [tnk−1; tnk ])
+2|g′||f|1+∞ V 1+q (W ; [tnk−1; tnk ]) + 2|g′||g|1+∞ V 1+p (BH ; [tnk−1; tnk ])
+ |g′| sup
tnk−16s6t
n
k
|Y n(s)− Y n(tnk )|(|f|∞Vq(W ; [tnk−1; tnk ])
+ |g|∞Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; tnk ]))
}
Vp(BH ; [tnk−1; t
n
k ]):
From inequalities (4); (10); (37); (38) it follows that there exists a constant C3 such
that
EJ56C32−n=q:
Now we will show that
lim
n
EVq;∞(Y n − Y ; [0; 0k ]) = 0: (52)
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Note that Vq;∞(Y n−Y ; [0; 0k ])6 lim infm→∞ Vq;∞(Y n−Y n+m; [0; 0k ]); and use Fatou’s
lemma to obtain
EVq;∞(Y n − Y ; [0; 0k ])6 lim inf
m
EVq;∞(Y n − Y n+m; [0; 0k ])
6 lim inf
m
m∑
j=1
EVq;∞(Y n+j − Y n+j−1; [0; 0n+j−1k ])
by (48) 6
∞∑
j=1
(n+ j − 1 + 8)−2= =
∞∑
j=n
(j + 8)−2=:
Thus we get (52). Then Y is a solution of Eq. (51) on [0; 0k ].
Since
P
(
Vq;∞
(
Y − −
∫ ·
0
f(Ys) dWs −
∫ ·
0
g(Ys) dBHs ; [0; T ]
)
¿ 0
)
6P(0k ¡T )
and limk→∞ P(0k ¡T ) = 0 by Lemma 10, then Y is a solution of Eq. (51) on
[0; T ].
Proof of Theorem 1. Uniqueness of the solution. Let us suppose that X and Y are two
solutions of (1). De3ne
>k = inf{t ¿0k−1 :9(X; >k−1; t)¿ 14} ∧ T; >0 = 0; k¿ 1;
where 9 is de3ned by (26); and
%n = inf{t ¿ 0 :Vq;∞(X; [0; t])¿n; Vq;∞(Y; [0; t])¿n}:
Fix n¿ 1. By (34), (16), (12), Lemma 8
EV 2q (X − Y ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n])
6 2EV 2q
(∫ ·
>k−1∧%n
[f(Xs)− f(Ys)] dWs; [>k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n]
)
+2EV 2q
(∫ ·
>k−1∧%n
[g(Xs)− g(Ys)] dBHs ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n]
)
6 2‘2Kq;2E
∫ >k∧%n
>k−1∧%n
|f(Xs)− f(Ys)|2 ds
+2E92(Y; >k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n)V 2q;∞(X − Y ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n])
6 2‘2L2Kq;2E
∫ >k∧%n
>k−1∧%n
|Xs − Ys|2 ds
+ 18EV
2
q;∞(X − Y ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n]): (53)
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By induction we shall prove that X = Y on [0; >k ∧ %n] for any k¿ 1. Let k = 1.
Then
EV 2q;∞(X − Y ; [0; >1 ∧ %n])6 4EV 2q (X − Y ; [0; >1 ∧ %n])
and by inequality (53)
EV 2q (X − Y ; [0; >1 ∧ %n])6 4‘2L2Kq;2
∫ T
0
EV 2q (X − Y ; [0; s ∧ >1 ∧ %n]) ds:
By the Gronwall lemma we get Vq(X − Y ; [0; >1 ∧ %n]) = 0. Since
|X − Y |[0; >1∧%n];∞6Vq(X − Y ; [0; >1 ∧ %n])
then X = Y on [0; >1 ∧ %n].
Assume now that X = Y on [0; >k−1 ∧ %n]. Then by inequality (53)
EV 2q (X − Y ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; >k ∧ %n])
6 4‘2L2Kq;2E
∫ >k∧%n
>k−1∧%n
V 2q (X − Y ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; s]) ds
6 4‘2L2Kq;2
∫ T
0
EV 2q (X − Y ; [>k−1 ∧ %n; s ∧ >k ∧ %n]) ds:
Thus by the Gronwall lemma we get X = Y on [0; >k ∧ %n] and we obtain the required
assertion.
Since
P(Vq;∞(X − Y ; [0; T ])¿ 0)6P(>k ¡T ) + P(%n ¡T ) = P
(
9(X; 0; T )¿
k
4
)
+P{Vq;∞(X; [0; T ])¿n; Vq;∞(Y; [0; T ])¿n} → 0
as k →∞ and n→∞, then X = Y on [0; T ].
Existence of the solution. De3ne
fn(x) =


f(x) if |x|6 n;
f(x)(2− |x|=n) if n¡ |x|6 2n;
0 if |x|¿ 2n
and gn(x) = g(x)?n(x), where ?n(x) = ?(x=n); ?(x) is non-negative in3nitely di5eren-
tiable function and such that
?(x) =
{
1 if |x|6 1;
0 if |x|¿ 2: (54)
Then functions fn and gn are bounded, fn is Lipschitz, gn ∈C1+(R).
By Theorem 6 there exists a solution X n of the equation
X nt = +
∫ t
0
fn(X ns ) dWs +
∫ t
0
gn(X ns ) dB
H
s ; 06 t6T:
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By the assumptions of Theorem 1 the function f is Lipschitz and g∈C1+(R). Thus
there exists a constant L such that
|fn(x)|6 |f(x)|6L(1 + |x|) and |gn(x)|6 |g(x)|6L(1 + |x|)
for all x.
Furthermore the following estimation holds.
Lemma 11. Let E||¡∞ and de5ne for any k¿ 1 the stopping time
<k = inf{t ¿<k−1 :Vp(BH ; [<k−1; t])¿ (4Cp;qmax{2|g′|∞ + 6K; L})−1}
∧ (<k−1 + (16K2q;1‘21L2)−1) ∧ T;
<0 = 0;
where K = L supx ?
′(x); the function ? is de5ned by (54). Then for any n¿ 1 and
k¿ 1 we get
EVq(X n; [0; <k ])6 2k(1 + E||):
Proof. By Love–Young inequality (12) we have
Vq(X n; [<k−1; <k ])6 Vq
(∫ ·
<k−1
fn(X ns ) dWs; [<k−1; <k ]
)
+Cp;qVq;∞(gn(X n); [<k−1; <k ])Vp(BH ; [<k−1; <k ]):
It is evident that
Vq;∞(gn(X n); [<k−1; <k ])6 2|g′n|∞Vq(X n; [<k−1; <k ])
+ |g′n|∞Vq(X n; [0; <k−1]) + |gn()|
and
|g′n(x)|6 |g′|∞ + n−1|?′|∞|g(x)|1{|x|6 2n}6 |g′|∞ + K(1 + 2n)n−1
6 |g′|∞ + 3K:
Thus by de3nition of the stopping time <k we have
Vq(X n; [<k−1; <k ])6 43Vq
(∫ ·
<k−1
fn(X ns ) dWs; [<k−1; <k ]
)
+ 16Vq(X
n; [0; <k−1]) + 13 (1 + ||):
Further
EVq
(∫ ·
<k−1
fn(X ns ) dWs; [<k−1; <k ]
)
6Kq;1‘1E
(∫ <k
<k−1
f2n(X
n
s ) ds
)1=2
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6Kq;1‘1E[L(<k − <k−1)1=2(1 + sup
<k−16s6<k
|X ns |)]
6 4−1[1 + E||+ EVq(X n; [0; <k−1]) + EVq(X n; [<k−1; <k ])]
and
EVq(X n; [<k−1; <k ])6 1 + E||+
k−1∑
j=1
EVq(X n; [<j−1; <j])6 2k−1(1 + E||):
Now it is easy to 3nish the proof of the lemma.
De3ne for each n¿ 1 stopping time @n = inf{t ¿ 0 : |X nt |¿n}. Fix m and n. Let
m¿n. We will show that the solutions X n and Xm coincide on the interval [0; @n∧<j]
for any j¿ 1.
First we note that fn(X nt ) = fm(X
n
t ) and gn(X
n
t ) = gm(X
n
t ) if t6 @
n ∧ @m. Thus∫ t
0
[fn(X ns )− fm(X ns )] dWs = 0;
∫ t
0
[gn(X ns )− gm(X ns )] dBHs = 0
and
X nt − Xmt =
∫ t
0
[fm(X ns )− fm(Xms )] dWs +
∫ t
0
[fm(X ns )− fm(Xms )] dBHs
if t6 @n ∧ @m.
De3ne for any k¿ 1 stopping time
>nk = inf{t ¿0nk−1 :9(X n; >nk−1; t)¿ 14} ∧ T; >n0 = 0:
Then repeating the proof of the uniqueness of the solution of (1) we get that X n=Xm
on [0; >nk ∧ @n ∧ @m ∧ <j] for any k; j¿ 1. By inequality
P(Vq;∞(X n − Xm; [0; @n ∧ @m ∧ <j])¿ 0)
6P(>nk ¡@
n ∧ @m ∧ <j)6P(9(X n; 0; <j)¿k=4)
6 4k−1Cp;q=max{|g′|∞; |g′|}[EVp(BH ; [0; T ])
+EVq (X
n; [0; <j])Vp(BH ; [0; T ])];
inequality (37), and Lemma 11 we get that X n=Xm on [0; @n∧@m∧<j] for any j¿ 1.
Therefore,
P(Vq;∞(X n − Xm; [0; <j])¿ 0)6P(@n¡<j) + P(@m¡<j)
6P(Vq(X n; [0; <j]) + ||¿n) + P(Vq(Xm; [0; <j]) + ||¿m)
and by Lemma 11 we get
lim
n→∞
m→∞
P(Vq;∞(X n − Xm; [0; <j])¿ 0) = 0:
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Thus there exists a stochastic process X˜
( j)
with sample paths in CWq([0; T ]) and such
that for each j¿ 1 and any =¿ 0 we get
lim
n→∞P(Vq;∞(X
n − X˜ ( j); [0; <j])¿=) = 0:
Since X n=Xm on [0; @n∧@m∧<j] then @n∧<j6 @m∧<j if m¿n. Let n=n1¡n2¡ · · · .
Then for each j¿ 1 and any =¿ 0 we get
lim
k→∞
P(Vq;∞(X nk − X˜ ( j); [0; <j])¿=) = 0
and X n1t = X
n2
t = · · ·= X˜ ( j)t if t6 @n1 ∧ <j. Thus
P
(
Vq;∞
(
X˜
( j) − −
∫ ·
0
f(X˜
( j)
s ) dWs −
∫ ·
0
g(X˜
( j)
s ) dB
H
s ; [0; <j]
)
¿ 0
)
6P(@n1 ¡<j)6P(Vq(X n1 ; [0; <j]) + ||¿n1)→ 0
as n1 = n→∞. It follows that X˜ ( j) is a solution of (1) on [0; <j] for each j¿ 1. Let
i¿j. Then X˜
( j)
= X˜
(i)
on [0; <j]. The process Xt = X˜
(1)
t 1{06 t6 <1} +
∑
k¿2 X˜
(k)
t 1
{<k−1¡t6 <k} will then be the solution of Eq. (1).
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